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Tap Consumers’ Desire for “Shoulds”

 

by Katherine L. Milkman

 

More and more companies today are engaged
in the business of serving our “should”
selves—think of gyms, natural-food stores,
and other providers of the healthful, nutri-
tious, educational, and uplifting products and
services we know we should consume. But
there’s much these companies don’t know
about how best to satisfy people’s high-
minded desires. New research leads me to be-
lieve that one key to success may be to sell a
virtuous offering as part of a bundle. In fact, I
believe that many consumers would jump at
the opportunity to make their future receipt
of pleasurable products contingent upon their
future consumption of healthful or educa-
tional products.

Research in a variety of contexts has shown
that people are more likely to favor pleasur-
able 

 

want

 

 options if the consequences are im-
mediate, and good-for-you 

 

should

 

 options if the
consequences will occur in the future. For ex-
ample, in a study of online DVD rentals, I
found that when customers order a highbrow
(should) film before a lowbrow (want) one—a
decision made days before consumption—they
return (and presumably watch) the films out of
order far more often than when they rent the
lowbrow film first.

As these results indicate, even if people plan
to behave virtuously tomorrow, want often
trumps should when tomorrow arrives. Self-
aware individuals sense this about themselves.
Accordingly, these “sophisticates,” as they are
known to researchers, have long shown a will-
ingness to buy “commitment devices,” which
help them commit in the present to choosing
should rather than want in the future. (Classic
examples of commitment devices include
piggy banks and diet treatment centers.)

The bundled offerings I have in mind would
build on these two ideas: that people favor
want things today and should things tomor-

row, and that sophisticates are willing to pay

 

now

 

 to increase the incentives for their 

 

future

 

selves to engage in should behaviors. To illus-
trate this concept, imagine a movie rental plan
that included a free tub of popcorn with each
rental of a documentary. This plan might ap-
peal to sophisticates because it would give
them an incentive to rent the highbrow films
they value. And it might be more attractive
than, say, a plan that offered discounts on fu-
ture documentary rentals for an up-front fee,
because psychological research has shown that
willpower is a limited resource. Thus receiving
popcorn (rather than avoiding its temptation)
might make it easier for customers to exercise
willpower and rent a highbrow movie.

Similarly, imagine a health club that allowed
members to receive some of their magazine
subscriptions at its front desk. A customer
could thereby ensure that in order to enjoy the
latest issue of 

 

Vanity Fair

 

, she would have to
head for the gym. Reading 

 

Vanity Fair

 

 might
also make it easier to pass the time during her
workout, strengthening her incentive to
choose the gym over a less healthful activity.
Such a club might attract new, sophisticated
members by spurring them to attend often and
thus increase the value of their membership.
My current research is exploring the demand
for bundled commitment devices like these
and looking at how well they help consumers
to expand the number of should behaviors
they engage in.
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